
OPPORTUNITIES

Regulations in cities to ban

fossil fuels are in favor of the

product

Increase in demand for last-

mile delivery due to more

online sales (especially

during covid-19 pandemic)

ANALYSIS: BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

NTG perceives customer

relationships to be a key activity.

Building and maintaining new

relations is done by the founders.

They are very motivational and

have an intrinsic drive to

contribute to a cleaner climate

and, as they believe their product

does so, they are eager to talk

about their solution. They do so by

visiting their relations often, and

engaging them in online posts.

They also offer anyone to come

and test the product. 

STRENGTHS

first last-mile delivery that

solves recharging issues

up to 100% renewable

energy

innovation know-how

THREATS

Tangible resources are easily

imitated

Chip shortage poses threats

on the production and

assembly of the e-bike

War in Ukraine might lead

clients to cut down on costs,

hence use 'mainstream’ last-

mile delivery methods instead.

SWOT ANALYSIS 

WEAKNESSES

Sales dependent on few large

clients

Still an expensive product,

needs scaling to drive down

costs

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Customer segments:

·Service providers

·Retailers 

Food deliverers 

Need The Globe focusses on the

B2B market and targets their bike

to companies that need to comply

with zero-emission regulations or

have other drivers to adopt

sustainable transport methods.

CONCLUSION

Last-mile delivery using solar powered cargo e-bikes offers a sustainable solution by reducing CO2 emissions and improving health and well-being of

the deliverers. In addition, it poses logistical opportunities as it overcomes the need for a recharging infrastructure due to the integrated solar panels

that charge the e-bike whilst driving. Upstream of the value chain of Need the Globe, however, there are a considerable amount of externalities. Steel is

produced using carbon heavy technologies and human rights are violated in the production chain of parts needed for the assembly. For it to truly

contribute to sustainability and a better society, last-mile delivery using solar-powered e-bikes have to move towards creating positive externalities

throughout the value chain. 

Last-Mile Delivery 
Do solar-powered e-bikes prove a sustainable option?

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Last-mile delivery is an increasing challenge in cities around the world. Growing online

sales combined with increasing urbanization forms an unprecedented logistics

challenge. COVID-19 related lockdowns, quarantines, and self-isolation have

dramatically accelerated online sales (Kim, 2020). Increasing traditional urban parcel

deliveries contribute to congestion and negatively impact health, environment, and

safety (Boysen et al., 2020). As climate change constitutes the greatest contemporary

environmental challenge, local governments implement policies to limit carbon

emissions. On the municipal level, cities increasingly enforce zero-emission

transportation, hence banning fossil fuel-driven distribution. 

Businesses anticipate by exploring sustainable last-mile delivery infrastructure that

complies with zero-emission requirements and meets highly mobile, fast, and efficient

logistics criteria (Ranieri et al., 2018). Electrically powered small-size vehicles seem

obvious solutions (Giret et al., 2018). Electric transportation, however, is not

sustainable by default. Still, most electricity used for electric transportation is

generated by non-sustainable resources such as coal-fired or other fossil fuel-powered

energy plants.

1
METHODOLOGY

For this research, a systematic

literature review is performed in

combination with a single-case study.

For the case study, 14 news articles

are selected for the document

analysis. In addition, internal

documents of the company are

analyzed

Besides the secondary data, primary

data through interviews were

performed. Using the Business Model

Canvas+ model, a semi-structured

interview was set up and the two

founders of Need the Globe were

interviewed.
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POSSIBLE SOLUTION

Solar-powered small to medium-sized cargo bikes could be a novel alternative for

last-mile delivery as they have integrated solar panels, which allows for autonomous

recharging whilst driving. As such, they go beyond zero-emission requirements and

solve recharging challenges. Last-mile delivery using solar-powered cargo e-bikes

offers a sustainable solution by reducing CO2 emissions and improving the health and

well-being of the deliverers (Bates, 2018). In addition, it poses logistical opportunities

as it overcomes the need for a recharging infrastructure due to the integrated solar

panels that charge the e-bike whilst driving (Oliveira, 2017). The concept is able to

offer a sustainable mode of transportation that goes further than zero emissions in

cities which still allow electric vehicles that are unsustainably sourced. 

Solar-powered last-mile delivery increases productivity by cycling where cars and

delivery vans stop, using the free energy of the sun and prolonging battery life. It cuts

CO₂ emissions by 95% in comparison to a diesel-fuelled delivery van and by 50% in

comparison to other cargo e-bikes on the market ("Need the Globe Lanceert

Sunrider, 2021). 

2
CASE STUDY: NEED THE GLOBE (NTG)

Need The Globe is a B2B firm, founded in 2018 and located in Amersfoort,

Netherlands. Need the Globe is the first to produce and sell solar-powered cargo bikes

that recharge whilst driving. 

The Solar Cargo e-bike enables a seamless and green delivery by reducing charging

time and labour costs. By charging on the move you have up to an additional 100 km of

range per day and it reduces dependence on the power grid. The SunRider features an

Euro pallet sized cargo box that can be customised to fit your needs. It can hold up to

150 kg payload.

A mission to develop a planet-centric movement around cycling and clean energy.

Their aim is to get as many people as possible to ride bikes, to provide them with clean

energy, and to work with communities to create healthier and more livable urban

environments — not only for the current generation, but also for generations to come.
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 LEVELS OF

INTERVENTION

Level 1: addressing failure:

NTG aims to contribute to a cleaner

society by reducing polluting

transportation

Level 2: negative externalities

By using renewable energy NTG

reduces emissions. Yet they fail to

address negative externalities relating

human rights as they still source parts

stemming from regions in China

where human rights are violated

Level 3: positive externalities

NTG extends their influence on

society by contributing to clean and

livable cities and by contributing to

the health and wellbeing of deliverers.

Level 4: stimulating collective

action

NTG works together with local

communities and city governments on

reducing polluting transportation.

However, NTG is not participating or

initiating joint programs in which

government, business and civil society

work towards reaching a certain

societal goal. 
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KEY PARTNERS

Different parts for the bike

assembly are procured at different

partner organizations. The bike

frame is bought in Germany, as

well as the (foldable) solar-panels.

Seen the specificity of the design,

they build long term relationships

with those partners. Additionally,

NTG partners up with technical

universities to develop and

optimize the technology behind

the concept

KEY ACTIVITIES

Production (assembly) of solar-

powered e-bikes

Bike frame assembly

Moulding and fitting of

solar panels

Optimizing drive chain

system

Installing data loggers

Business Development      

 Being in the start-up phase,

building and maintaining new

relations and finding new

potential customers is an

important activity. 

VALUE PROPOSITION

The most energy efficient electric

cargo bike. Powered by 100%

renewable energy. Enables a

seamless and green delivery by

reducing charging time and labour

costs. By charging on the move

you have up to an additional 100

km of range per day and it reduces

dependence on the power grid.

The SunRider features an Euro

pallet sized cargo box that can be

customised to fit your needs

KEY RESOURCES

Parts needed for the assembly,

such as solar panels, the bike

frame, and batteries. 

Knowledge on assembly and

optimizing the drive chain

system.

Financial resources’

importance is somewhat

limited as they have a relative

small setup and low overhead

costs. The company is self-

owned and the founders

invested personal money. 

CHANNELS

There are no formal channels set

up through which NTG aims to

reach its (new) customers. Large

clients are approached with an

offering and then intensive talks

start. Oftentimes, first a pilot is

run. For example with IKEA, which

was there first large client, first did

a pilot during which they used the

product extensively for two

months. Afterwards, they bought

multiple e-bikes from NTG. 

COST STRUCTURE

Being a start-up, the employees are paid the bare minimum and only consists of a small group of

people. The main costs are related to the production and procurement. As the production is not yet at

scale, the cost of production is significant. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

Materials sourced for production of e-bike are not sustainable. There is no focus on sustainable

procurement. That means that the steel for the bike. (unsustainable produced steel accounts of ~10%

of global CO2 emissions)

SOCIAL COSTS

Materials sourced for production of e-bike are not sustainable. Chips and solar-panels from China are

known to be produced inhumanly.

REVENUE STREAMS

Traditional direct revenue model by selling the e-bikes directly to their customers (b2b) based on the

production cost and profit margin.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

Powered on renewable energy, reducing CO2 emissions. Even electric vehicles often use electricity

stemming from non-renewable energy sources.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

Health in cities (mainly air quality) since the vehicles do not emit emissions. Health and vitality of

deliverers are increased because they still have to peddle. Increases fitness and mental health. 

STRESS TEST

Regarding Covid-19, NTG benefited from the increase in online sales and hence need for last-mile

deliveries. In general, the business model of NTG is most vulnerable regarding the upstream value

chain. Chip shortage poses threats as identified in the SWOT and creates dependency on (Chinese)

companies. 

MISSION STATEMENT
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